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FDA Alert!

The FDA is advising health care professionals and patients of a potential problem with opiate products manufactured and packaged for Endo Pharmaceuticals by Novartis Consumer Health at its Lincoln, Nebraska manufacturing site. Read the full FDA brief now.
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ESP Virtual Grand Rounds

Chronic Low Back Pain

In part 2 of our 3-part series, Dr. Steven Stanos will be discussing the pathophysiology of chronic low back pain and how to perform a comprehensive office-based back examination, including possible red flags.
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ESP Expert Commentary

Current Concepts of Pseudoaddiction

Dr. Lynn Webster discusses pseudoaddiction and how it has changed from the original concept. Listen as Dr. Webster reviews the original accepted definition of pseudoaddiction and how and why it has evolved over the last 20 years.
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ESP Text Your Knowledge and Poll Features

We Want to Hear from You!

Take a minute to voice your opinion and make it count by participating in ESP’s current home page poll. Discover how much you know about pain management by participating in our weekly Text Your Knowledge feature. It’s fun, fast and challenging!
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